Chan's Educational Organisation held an arts and cultural evening on April 16 at the Hong Kong Academy of Performing Arts to celebrate its 40th anniversary (pictured above).

The programme featured dancing, verse-speaking, drama and singing — the joint efforts of the organisation's affiliated primary and secondary schools.

Shanghai's Guangming Senior High School, a sister school of Chan Shu Kui Memorial School (CSKMS), also took part.

Liu Zequan, the visiting school's principal, led a 28-member team to perform two dances. "I treasure this rare and meaningful occasion. It's the first time that the three sister schools from Hong Kong, Shanghai and Taiwan have come together," Mr Liu said.

The event was also attended by representatives of Erh Hsing High School from Taiwan, another sister school of CSKMS.

One of the many memorable moments was the singing of a medley by 30 former CSKMS students as a token of appreciation to their alma mater.